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Abstract 
Cortiiias, G., L-theory and dihedral homology II, Topology and its Applications 51 (1993) 53-69. 
Let k be a commutative ring with identity, and let A be a k-algebra with involution. I construct 
Stiefel-Whitney character maps SW: from hermitian L-theory to reduced positive dihedral 
homology +,fib,+,(A). If $e k, then this extends the Chern character ch:: defined in my previous 
paper “L-theory and dihedral homology”: SW; = 0 if p is odd, and SW: = ch: if p = 24. I also 
construct Chern characters from L-theory with mod 2 coefficients &(A, Z/2) to reduced negative 
dihedral homology _,fib *+*,,(A); these vanish when fe k. 
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Introduction 
Let k be a commutative ring with identity, A a k-algebra provided with an 
involution “-“, and 7 = f 1. The aim of this paper is the construction of characteris- 
tic classes for hermitian L-theory with values in the reduced dihedral homology of 
A, , fifi),(A). When $ E k, Lodder and I have independently studied this subject in 
[2, lo]. We showed that the composition 
lies in +,I36 n+Zy(A), where chz is Karoubi’s Chern character [5]. 
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Once the hypothesis that $E k is dropped, new 2-primary phenomena appear. 
Dihedral homology is no longer a direct summand of cyclic homology, so that the 
natural generalization of (1) is a composition 
+;ch: : L,(A) -+ K,(A) 2 %,+,,(A) - +,I% .+,,(A) (2) 
which does not add much information to that given by Karoubi’s Chern character. 
However, we prove here (Definition 3.4(iii), (iv)) that there is also a complementary 
Chern character 
+:ch: : -L(A) + +,fi&,+,,+,W (3) 
Putting together (2) and (3) we get Stiefel-Whitney characters. Moreover, (3) 
vanishes when $E k, which says that (1) is the ($E k)-version of our new S-W 
characters. Another goal of this paper is the construction of Chern characters for 
the mod 2 case (Definition 3.6); namely, there is a map 
_,ch: : L,(A; Z/2) - _,fIfi+,,(A). (4) 
Again, (4) vanishes when 1~ k (see Theorem 3.10). 
In Section 1 we recall the definition of dihedral homology in terms of Lodder’s 
complex [9]. This helps us to introduce the involutive Hochschild homology, 
HH$“(A) in Section 1.2, which is going to play the same role in dihedral homology 
that Hochschild homology plays in cyclic homology. For example, we get an S-B-I 
sequence 
. . .+ .HH;“(A) A .HD,,(A) 5 ,,HD,_,(A) 5 ?HH;!,(A) + . . . . 
Similar definitions are given for group homology, e.g., we get an involutive group 
homology ,,Hz”(G) in Section 1.3. The main theorem of Section 2 is Theorem 2.1, 
which introduces an involutive version p of Goodwillie’s lifting [3, Theorem 1.3.11. 
This yields a commutative diagram 
&‘(G)‘& ,HH*““(k[G]) 
where G is a group with an involution, k[ G] is the group algebra, .HND,( k[ G]) 
is the second quadrant dihedral homology (defined in Section 1.2), and r is the 
classical map (see the beginning of Section 1 and Remarks 1.4). Section 3 is devoted 
to the construction of the maps (3) and (4), given in Definitions 3.4 and 3.8. As a 
by-product of this construction, we also get Dennis trace maps 
and 
,D, : &(A; Z/2) + HH, (A). (6) 
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The fact that the new characteristic classes, as well as (5) and (6), are zero when 
$E k is proven in Theorem 3.10. 
I am indebted to J.L. Loday who told me about Lodder’s papers [9, lo], and to 
J. Lodder himself, for introducing his complex [9, 1.4.21. Also thanks to C. Weibel 
for his useful comments. 
1. Homological preliminaries 
Let k be a commutative ring with an identity, G any fixed group, k[ G] the group 
algebra, and A any unital associative k-algebra. Following [l], we consider the 
following chain complexes (0 = Ok, A = A/k, A” = A@“): 
- The bar complex of G, (X, , a), 
X,,=k[G]” (nzO), 
n-1 
Ng, 9.. . , %I) = k,, . . .,&I+ c (-l)‘[g,,...,gig;+,,...,gnl ,=I 
+ (-l)“[& 9. . . ., k&,1; 
- the Hochschild bar complex of A, (U,(A), b), 
U,,(A)=A@3z@’ (mzO), 
n--l 
6(&J@. ..@a,)= c (-l)‘a,@. ..Oa,a,+,O.. .@a, 
i=ll 
+(-l)“a,a,Oa,O~~ .@a,-,; 
- the reduced Hochschild bar complex of A, (l?.+(A), b) = Coker( U,(k) + U,(A)). 
We use the following notations for homology: 
- The (k-)group homology of G, H,,(G)= H,,(X.+.,a); 
- the Hochschild homology of A, HH,(A) = H,,( U,(A), b); and 
- the reduced Hochschild homology of A, fifi,,(A) = H,,( c.+.(A), b). 
We will consider the classical map T: X, + U,(k[ G]) (see [5]), given by 
r([s,, . . .) gnl) = (g, . . . g,)~‘Og,O . . . og,. 
Following [3], we provide (U,(A), b) with a cyclic module structure and consider 
its cyclic, periodic and negative cyclic homologies, which we denote respectively by 
HC,(A), HP,(A), HN,(A). Namely, let B: U,(A) -+ U,+,(A) be as in [8] and put 
VP,,,(A)= U,_, = U,_,(A)=AOi?, q,pEZ, qzp 
(see Fig. 1). 
The periodic homology of A is the homology of WP,(A) =Tot(VP,,(A)). 
Similarly, if VN,,(A) (respectively V,,(A)) denotes the left (respectively right) 
half-plane truncation of VP,,(A), then the negative cyclic (respectively cyclic) 
homology of A is the homology of WN,(A) =Tot(VN,,(A)) (respectively of 
W,(A) = Tot( V,(A))). Analogous definitions apply in the reduced case, by just 
replacing U by I?, HC by fie:, etc. 
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Fig. 1. The double complex VP,,(A). 
1.1. 
Whenever we have a chain complex C, = ({ C,,}neZ, d) endowed with a chain 
involution y, we can form its homotopy colimit C!&; this is the right half-plane 
double complex described in Fig. 2. 
Fig. 2. The homotopy colimit C$* 
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For n = *l, put 
,&“( C) = ,+Y:“( C, y) = H,(Tot( Chcr)“))), 
(7) 
.HTJC) = ,,HT,(C, Y) = MJCon(l - VY)), 
where Con(1 - ny) is the mapping cone of 1 - ny : (C, d) + (C, d). Notice that 
Con( 1 - ny) is included as the first two columns of Cty), and that the cokernel of 
this inclusion is just Ckp) shifted by two. Therefore, we get an exact sequence 
. ..-_.H~~.(C)~.HT,(C)~.H’,““(C)--2.H~~*(C)~,HT,_,(C)--*.... 
(8) 
On the other hand, we can just include C, as the p = 0 column in Cip’, which 
gives rise to the exact sequence of chain complexes 
O+ C,A Tot,(Ch”“)): Tot,+,(Ch’-““‘)+ 0. (9) 
Here T is the natural projection, i the inclusion. Passage to homology gives the 
long exact sequence 
. . .-+ _,H~‘(C)~H,(C)~~H’,““(C);~.H~~,(C) 
+ H,_,(C) + . . . . (10) 
When 2 acts invertibly on C, then (8) and (10) correspond to the exact sequences 
associated with the decompositions 
HT*(C)=+,H*““(C)O~,H’:,(C) (11) 
and 
H*(C)=+,H*““(C)O_,H,“‘(C). (12) 
1.2. Dihedral and involutive Hochschild homology 
Let A be an involutive k-algebra with involution “-“, i.e., i = A, z = &i (A E k, 
a, b E A) and 7~ = *l. Loday proved in [7] that there is a natural chain involution 
y : U,(A) + U,(A), defined by 
Y(GO. . .Oa,) = (-1) n(n+‘)‘*(~“OanOan_,O.. .@a,). 
We can take the homotopy colimit (Section 1.1) of the Hochschild complex U, = 
U,(A) along the involution y. For 71 = +l, write 
.HH;“(A) = .H;“( U, y). 
This will be called the +nvolutive Hochschild homology of A. If we replace U, 
above by the reduced complex fi*, we get the reduced n-involutive homology of 
I _ inv A, denoted by VHH* (A). 
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In order to define the dihedral, periodic and negative dihedral homology of A, 
one would like to imitate the homotopy colimit construction for W,(A), WP,(A) 
and WN,(A) instead of U,(A). But y is not an involution of the double complex 
VP,,(A) of Fig. 1, because by [7, 1.11 we have the identity yB = -By. In order to 
make the idea above work one needs to modify y up to a sign. For that purpose, put 
z : VP,,(A) - VP,,(A), 
z(a,Oa,O* * *@a,_,) 
= (-l)“y(a,Oa,O. . .@a,_,) 
= (-1) y+(q~p’(y~p+‘)‘*( a”@ a,-, @ ayppp, 0. . . @Cl). 
Since z is a chain involution on the double complex VP,,(A), it induces an involution 
on the total chain complex WP,(A). Now we can proceed as before. Namely, for 
77 =*l, set 
.HPD*(A) = ,,,H,““(WP,(A), z). 
This is the v-periodic dihedral homology of A. The q-dihedral and the T-negative 
homology of A, denoted respectively by 
,,HD*(A), .HND*(A), 
are defined similarly, using V,,(A) and VN,,(A) in place of VP,,(A). The reduced 
versions of these are defined in the obvious way. 
Remark 1.1. Notice that our definition of dihedral homology coincides with the 
definition ,,HD*(A) = Tor2D( k, , A”#) in [8, p. 1351; in fact, ours is just the “triangle 
shaped” version of Lodder’s complex (1.4.2) in [9], so that the equality between 
both homologies can be proven as in [8, 1.51. Similarly, it can be shown that our 
negative dihedral homology is what Lodder calls “quadrant II dihedral homology” 
in [lo]. 
Theorem 1.2. For every involutive algebra A there is a long exact sequence 
. . .+ n .HH:“(A) 5 .HD,(A) -s, ,,HD,_,(A) 5 SHH;:,(A) i,. . . . 
Proof. The well-known exact sequence [8] 
Cl---+ u*+ w*+ w*_z+O 
induces an exact sequence 
O+ ,,lJ,+ ,,WD*-+ .WD,_,-+O 
whose associated long exact sequence of homology gives the theorem. 0 
Remarks 1.3. (i) Theorem 1.2 also holds for reduced homology, by the same 
argument. 
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(ii) There is also an S-B-I sequence 
. . .+ B .HND,(A) AVHPD,(A) 5 ,,HD,_,(A) 5 ,HND,_,(A) L. . . 
which is related to Theorem 1.2 exactly as it happens in the cyclic case (see [ll, 
1.51); the proofs are the same as those in [ll]. 
(iii) Notice that there are composite morphisms 
.HND,(A) 1, .HPD,(A) + &JJ 7HDn+~q(A) ---z .HD,+,,(A). (13) 
Y 
These morphisms are very useful when it comes to defining Chern characters, as 
we will see later. In fact, the cyclic version of (13) plays a fundamental role in 
Karoubi’s Chern characters, as was pointed out by Weibel [ 11, 2.21. 
1.3. Involutive group homology 
Let G be a group with an involution “-” (i.e., cfg) = gf). The bar complex 
X,(G) over a ground ring k can be provided with the involution y : X, + X, defined 
by: 
y[g, 7.. ., gn] = (-l)“(“+‘)‘*[&, g,_,, . . . ) g,]. 
This is a map of chain complexes; the proof given in [2, 2.1(i)] for the particular 
involution g = g-i (g E G) works in general. Proceeding as in Section 1.1, we can 
take the homotopy colimit X,, h(7y)(G) and form the involutive homology of G: 
#J”(G) = ,,H;“(X(G), y) 
and the truncated involutive homology of G: 
.HT*(G) = 1,HT*(X(G), Y). 
Then (8) translates into the long exact sequence 
. . .- .HT,(G)~.H’,““(G)j~~l,“ll*(G)~.HT,_,(G)~.... (14) 
Remarks 1.4. (i) HT.+.(G) has an especially simple expression when the involution 
is given by g = g-‘, as we will see in Lemma 3.1. 
(ii) The map 7: X,(G) + U,(k[ G]) of the beginning of this section commutes 
with y. Therefore it induces a natural map T: ,JYz”( G) + .HH,““( k[ G]). 
2. Goodwillie’s map cr 
Let G be a group with an involution, and k a ground ring. Goodwillie proves in 
[3, 11.3.21 that there is natural chain map (Y : X,(G) + WN,( k[G]) unique up to 
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natural chain homotopy, making the following diagram commute: 
WN,tk[GI) =TotWN,,tHGI)) 
a 
/ 1 77 (15) 
X,(G) A U,(k[GI) 
(v is the natural projection and T is defined in the beginning of Section 1). Moreover, 
(Y is unique up to natural homotopy [3, 11.3.21. 
In this section, we intend to find an involutive analogue to Goodwillie’s theorem. 
As we saw in Section 1, the involution on G induces involutions on the chain 
complexes X,(G), U,( k[ G]), and WN,( k[ G]) = Tot(VN,,( k[ G])). Notice that 
ny = ym and ye = ry (see Remarks 1.4(ii)). Moreover, if we put 
crO:k=Xo(G)+ WN,(k[G]), (16) 
&)(A)=( . ..) 0 )...) O,A), 
and 
a1 :X,(G) -+ WN,(k[GI), 
al([gl) = tai,l-i)lSO 
with cri,_i=(-l)‘(-i)!(g-‘Og)@(‘-i)~VN,r_;(k[G]), 
(17) 
then it is clear that maj = 7j (j = 0, l), and easy to check that Sa, = a$ (see [6, 
10.21). Also, it is easy to check that Z(Y, = cu,y. 
All this suggests that there may exist a choice of (Y with Z(Y = ay. However, what 
we prove here in Theorem 2.1 is a weaker result. Namely, if n = *l, we find that a 
map LY satisfying (15) and (16), (17) extends to a map of total complexes 
p:Tot(,X!&(G))+ Tot(,WN!&.(k[G])) 
with rr/I = 7. Notice that if there were a choice of CY with Z(Y = CYY, this (Y would 
define a map of double complexes, which is stronger. However, p has some features 
that liken it to an actual map of double complexes. 
In order to be precise, we shall introduce some notation. Given a double complex 
(C,,) we consider the ascending column jiltration {d”(C)} given by 
&i”(C),,, = p-n9 1, if mSp, if m>p. (18) 
The induced filtration on Tot,(C) will also be denoted by &*. A chain map 
f: Tot,( C) -+ Tot,(C) is called column jiltered if it respects the column filtration. 
If C is bounded above and below,f is column filtered if and only iff( C,,) c a”( C’) 
for every p and q. 
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Theorem 2.1. Let G be a group with involution, 77 = *l, and (Y : X,(G) 3 WN,( k[ G]) 
a natural chain map satisfying (15), and such that zag= cry. Then there exists a 
natural column Jiltered chain map p :Tot,(,Xhy(G)) + Tot,(,WNhZ(k[G])) such 
that the following diagram commutes: 
7,N,VWI) L T;t,(,WNh’(k[G])) 
I 
a 
/ 
X,(G) -yy Tot,Xh’(G) -;’ Tot,(,Uh’(k[G])) 
Here i , , i2 are induced by the inclusion of the column p = 0. 
Proof. We give the proof when n = 1, since the case n = -1 is analogous, and omit 
the subscript “7”. Let 
d = boundary map in Tot,(WN!&( k[ G])), 
A = boundary map in Tot,(XF*( G)). 
Since X?.(G) is bounded below and above, it is enough to find a natural map 
PPY:X~b(G)=X’I(G)~~PTot*(WN~*)=p~ WNi 
i=q 
satisfying: 
(1) P&q = qr 
(2) dP,,=PA =P,-,,,(I+(-l)“~)+tP.,-,a, 
(3) 4,,, = rq : K, - UJUGI). 
We shall find p,,, by a double induction argument. If p = 0 or q = 0, set 
P0.q = ffq and &,0 = LYE. 
By (15) and the remarks after (16), (17), both (2) and (3) hold. Now, assume pti 
has been inductively defined if (i,j) is either (p - 1, q) or (p, q - 1). By the Acyclic 
Models Theorem, since p,,, is to be natural in G, it is enough to construct p,,,(x) 
for G the free involutive group in q letters a,, . . . , uq (generated as a free group 
by a ,,..., a,,fi ,,.._, Eq) and x=[a ,,..., u,]EX~(G)=X~G(G). Consider (Y,(X) 
as an element of WNii = WN, and set 
5=PA(x)-da,(x) 
=Pp-,,,(x+(-1)Py~)+~p,q-,(~~)-(l+(-1)P~)~q(~)--~q--1(~). (19) 
This is an element of Tot p+y_l(WNp*). By virtue of (15) and the inductive hypothesis, 
we get that d[ = 0 and z-5 = 0. In other words, 5 is a cycle of total degree p + q - 1 
and filter degree p in Tot,((Ker T)!&). But in view of the proof of [3, II.3.2]-notice 
that the subcomplex Ker r of WN, is T-“*-I in Goodwillie’s notation-we get that 
Hi(Kerr)=O for i>O. 
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A simple double complex argument shows that 
H,&“Tot((Ker rr)!&)=O for iap. 
Since the filter degree of 5 is up, the above implies that [= dp for some 
p E dPTot,+,((Ker rr)F*). 
Put p,,,(x) = p + a,(x); one checks easily that both (2) and (3) are satisfied, which 
finishes the proof. q 
Remark 2.2. Our proof of Theorem 2.1 says that if (Y* is as in (15) and 
aiy = zffi for is r, 
then P** can be chosen with 
pp,, = q for i C r. 
Indeed, the element 5 of (19) is zero in this case. In particular, we can always do 
this for i = 0, 1 with ayi as in (16), (17). 
3. Chern characters 
Let k be a ground ring, A a 
consider the 2n x 2n matrix 
h=,h= 
0 1 
0 
& 0 
. . . 01 
0 1 
0 .** 
0 
& 0 
. . . . . . 
0 1 0 . . . 
\ & I 0, 
k-algebra with involution “-“, E = * 1. For n 2 1, 
n 0 1 
= 4 I ,=, F 0’ 
By the E-orthogonal group of dimension 2n, we mean the group 
O,,,(A) = .%,(A) = {g E MS,(A) ]‘EJg = Jr1 
(‘g stands for transpose conjugate). The (infinite dimensional) orthogonal group is 
the direct limit 
O(A) = #(A) =l& .0,,,(A). 
The L-groups of A are defined to be L,(A) = L:(A) = v,(B,O’(A)) if n 2 1; L,(A) = 
L:(A) is the ordinary Grothendieck group [4]. We shall also consider L-groups 
with mod 2 coefficients. If n =0 or 1, we set L,(A; Z/2) = L,(A)/2L,(A). If n 22, 
these groups are defined to be &,(A; Z/2) = v,(B,O+(A); Z/2). The aim of this 
section is to define Chern characters for L-theory with values in dihedral homology. 
The idea is to mimic Karoubi’s construction [5] for the case of cyclic homology. 
We need a couple of lemmas. 
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Lemma 3.1. Let G be provided with the trivial involution g = g-‘. Then: 
(i) The induced involution y : X,(G) + X,(G) is chain homotopic to the identity, 
i.e., there is a k-linear map s:X,(G)-+ X*+,(G) such that l-y=sa+ds. Zf $E k, 
then s can be chosen so that s( 1 + y) = 0. 
(ii) +,HT,(G)~:H,(G)OH,_,(G) (n30). 
(iii) Zf 2 is not a zero divisor in k, then 
-,HT,(G)= H,,(G,Z/22) (na0). 
Proof. The first part of assertion (i) was proven in [2, 2.l(ii)]; the hypothesis $E k 
was not used in the proof. If 5 E k, put s’ = s( 1 - y)/2; it is clear that s’( 1-t y) = 0, and 
as’+s’a= 1 -y. 
By definition .HT* is the homology of the mapping cone Con( 1 - vy), 77 = *l. In 
view of (i) we get that Tot Con( 1 - my) = Tot Con( 1 - 7) where Con( 1 - n) is the 
mapping cone of 1 - 7. Since Tot(O) = X, 0 X,_, , this gives (ii). Now (iii) is derived 
from the exact sequence 
. . . --+ H,+,(ker(%)) + H,,(coker(2)) + H,,(Con(2)) - H,(ker(2)) ---z . . . 
II II 
Hn(G, U22) -,HTn(G) 
and the hypothesis on k, which implies that ker(2) =O. 0 
Lemma 3.2. Let G](A) be the (injinite dimensional) linear group provided with the 
involution g = h-‘(‘g)h, where h = .h and ‘g stands for conjugate transpose. Let y, be 
the induced involution on fi.+(k[Gl(A)]) and let Tr: fi*(k[Gl(A)]) + L?+.(A) be the 
trace map. Then 
fi.Jk[Gl(A)]) z t?*(A) 
is commutative. 
Proof. The diagram above is known to be commutative if we replace yh by the 
y-map y, associated as in Section 1.2 with the involution ge’g ([2, 3.2(i)]; notice 
that again the hypothesis f~ k is not used in the proof). Now define 
f: fi&Wl(A)1) - fidWXA)I), 
.f(go@* . .@g,)= hP’gOh@hP’g,h@. . .@h-‘g,h. 
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Since yh =fo Y,, we only need to show that Tr of= Tr. At level zero, Tr is the usual 
matrix trace, and our assertion is derived from the identity Tr(Mh) = Tr( hM), which 
holds for any matrix M since all entries of h are central. For n 2 1, fix go@. . .@g, E 
fin(k[G]), and choose rn 3 1 such that gk E Mz,(A) (Vk). Write gt’ for the (i,j)- 
entry of gk (1 s i, js 2m); by definition 
Tr(g@. . .Bg,) = 1 gp@g;Pi*@. . .$JS(;d”. 
io ,_.., i,, 
Now a straightforward calculation shows that (h-lgkh)‘J = sitigz(i).y(i), where 
y : { 1,2, . . . ,2m} + { 1,2, . . . ,2m} is the bijection: 
Y(l) = 
1 
I- 1, if I is even, 
I+ 1, if 1 is odd. 
Consequently 
Tr(f(g@ . . .og,)) = c goy(~,).v(i,)~g~(i,),y(‘z,o. . ~g;(i,,),v(io) 
b...i,, 
= c gp-‘I~g;I&~. . .og;ln”.io 
./O.-.-J,, 
= Tr(g,O. . -OS,,). 0 
3.1. 
Now we are ready to define Chern characters and Dennis trace maps. Let G be 
either Gl(A) or O(A) provided with the involution ““” of Lemma 3.2 and consider 
the composite maps (7 = i 1) 
where the first arrow in both cases comes from (18), 7 is defined in Remark 1.4, p 
is defined in Theorem 2.1, Tr is the trace map (see Lemma 3.2), and the last two 
maps in the bottom line are induced by inclusion and projection respectively (see 
(13)). We shall also need the map i$ : H,(G) + +,HT,( G) induced by the inclusion 
of X(G) into Con( 1 -y) as its first column. For G = O(A), g = g-‘, so Lemma 
3.l(ii) also provides a morphism i!+ : H,( O(A)) -+ +,HT,+,(O(A)). 
Definition 3.3 (Stiefel- Whitney characters for L-theory). The maps 
SW: : -L(A) + +,HD,+,(A) (n, P 3 0) 
are defined in terms of the maps +,chz of Definition 3.4 below. 
swZ = +:ch::, if p=2q+l, 
+:ch: , if p = 29. 
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Definition 3.4 (Chern characters and Dennis maps). We are going to define Dennis 
trace maps +yD,, and +:D,,, as well as Chern characters +ychz and +:chZ, for q 20. 
These are the maps described in (5), (2) and (3) of the introduction. With the 
notations of the beginning of this section and Section 3.1, we need to consider 
several cases. 
(i) (Definition of +ychZ and +?D, for n 2 1). Write 
for the composition of 
+?D,, (respectively +ych 2) 
with 
L,(A) + H,(O(A)) L +,HT,(O(A)) 
+&+,HT,(O(A))+ +,fifi:“(A) 
(respectively with +,&z: HT,(O(A)) -+ +1fifi,,+2q(A)). 
(ii) (Definition of +?ch,Y and +yDo). Let P be the class of a projective module in 
K,(A). Write D,(P) for its ordinary Dennis trace and ch,4(P) for its Karoubi’s 
Chern character. Then write +TDo for the composite map 
+:D, :-k,(A) - K,(A) - “’ fiGI, + +,fI&““(A) 
and write +ychi for the composite 
ch; 
+:ch,9 : L,(A) + K,(A) - %,,(A) ---* fib,,(A). 
(iii) (Definition of +;chz and +:D,, for n 2 1). Write +:D,, (respectively +:chz) 
for the composition of 
L,(A) - K(O(A)) i’ +,HTn+,(O(A)) 
with 
+,&+, : +,HT,+,(O(A)) - +,fifi%A) 
. . 
(respectively with +,&Z+, :+,HT,+,(O(A)) + +,HDnfZq+,(A)). 
(iv) (Definition of +:ch,Y and +i Do). The class of a quadratic module (P, q) in 
L,(A) is represented by an idempotent matrix e E M,,(A) for some p 3 1. One checks 
that e is self-adjoint, i.e., e’= e (see [2, 3.2(iv)]). The ordinary Dennis trace D,(P) 
is the homology class of the trace of e in co(A). Karoubi’s Chern character ch,4(P) 
(of [S]) is the homology class of the (q + 1)-tuple (see [6, Section 91) 
r,(e) = t-1) 
, (W! _eo2r+l+(_1)l-l 
f! 
f-f$(10e2’) 1 E ~&Q. o~/c-q 
Now since e’=e then (l-y,,)(e)=0 and (l-yh)(yq(e))=O. By Lemma 3.2 we get 
maps 
+:Do: L,(A) - +,fifiI’;“(A), +:D,(P, q) = (0, e), 
+:ch,4: Lo(A) - +,fiD2,+,(A), +:chZ(P, 9) = (0, r,(e)). 
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Proposition 3.5. Let D, : K,(A) + l%,,(A) (respectively chz: K,(A) + fie,+,,(A)) 
be the Dennis trace map (respectively Karoubi’s Chern character). Then, with the 
notations of Section 3.3 and DejTnition 3.4, the following diagrams commute: 
K,,(A) 2 fii?I,(A) K,(A) 2 fie,+,,(A) 
I T I - - inv 
L,(A) 7 HH, (A) +, L(A) 7 fik+,q(A) ,I 
Proof. If n = 0, the first assertion follows from the definition of +:O, and SWiq = 
+ychi. For n 2 1, the commutativity of the diagrams follows by taking into account 
that the image of i” lies in the first column of Con( 1 - y), and that this property is 
respected by all the maps involved in the definition of +,6.+ and +,&z. 0 
Corollary 3.6. If $E k, then +yD,, and SW? are the maps 0; and ch’,” of [2,3.0,3.3]. 
Proof. This assertion is clear from [2, 3.0, 3.31, since when +E k the maps 
fifiI,(A)+ * - i”v +,HH, (A) = +,fifiI,(A) 
and 
Ix .+,,(A) - +,fiJ%+,,(A) = +,fi&+,,(A) 
are the natural projections. 0 
Corollary 3.7. The Stiefel- Whitney character SW”, factors through the involutive 
Dennis trace map: 
SW;: Z+,(A) 2 +,i%II’nn”(A) L +&,(A). 
Definition 3.8 (mod 2 Chern characters and Dennis trace). We want to define a 
Chern character 
_,ch:: L,(A, Z/2) + -J%,+,,(A) 
and a Dennis trace map 
_ I inv -,D” : L,(Z/2) + _,HH, (A). 
With the notations of the beginning of this section and Section 3.1, we need to 
consider two cases: 
(i) (n 2 1). Write _,D, (respectively _,chz) for the composition of 
&(A, z/2) --+ K(O(A), k/2k) = -iHT,(O(A)) 
with 
& : _,HT,(O(A)) + _,fifi;‘(O(A)) 
(respectively with _,&z: -,HT,(O(A)) - _,I?fi),+,,(A)). 
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(ii) (n = 0). As in Definition 3.4(iv), we can represent each generator (P, q) of 
&(A; Z/2) = L,(A)/2L,(A) as the mod 2 class of a self-adjoint idempotent e. Write 
_,D,( e) (respectively -,ch,4( e)) for the image of Do(e) (respectively of ch,4( e)) under 
the natural map of (10) 
c&,(A) --+ _,fifi:‘(A) 
(respectively under I?&( A) + -,fi6)Zq(A)). Now since e is self-adjoint, we have 
&(2e)=(l+y)D,(e) and ch,9(2e)=(l+y)ch,4(e). 
Thus we get well-defined maps 
_,DO: &(A; Z/2) + _,fifi:‘(A) 
and 
_,ch,4: &(A; Z/2) + _,%),,(A). 
Remark 3.9. Weibel has shown that the Hurewicz map 
&(A; z/2) - H,(O(A), z/2) 
is not a morphism (see [12]). Therefore, our maps -rD2 and _,chq should be treated 
carefully. 
Theorem 3.10. If 4~ k then the following maps are all zero: 
-ID,, -hi, +:D, and SW?+’ = +:ch$. 
Proof. The assertion is clear for the first two maps, since they map the torsion group 
&(A; Z/2) to a k-module. As to the last two maps, we split the proof in two parts. 
Case 1: n 2 1. From the definition of the maps, it is enough to prove that the 
composition H,(O(A)) 2 +,HT,+,(O(A))+ +,H$,(O(A)) is zero. The given 
involution ” on O(A) is the trivial involution. From Lemma 3.1 we get a k-linear 
homotopy s on X(0(A)) such that 
l-y=sa+as 
and consequently 
l+y=2-(sa+as), 
s(l+y)=o, 2s = s( 1 -v). 
(20) 
Now write X, for X,, (O(A)) and consider the homotopy colimit double complex 
2=x!&. 
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x,~x&x,~x&~~ 
The map 8 :Tot,(Xz*) - Tot,,(Z) given by 
(%,...,~l, ao)A (%+%-I, ff,-,+SCY,-2r..., @,+sao, a01 
is clearly a bijection. To see that 0 is a chain map, write 6 (respectively 8’) for the 
boundary map in Tot(Xz*) (respectively in Tot(Z)). From (20) we get 
a’e(%, Q,-I, a,-2,. . . ) 
=8’(cx,+sa!,-,, (Y,_1+~S(Y,-2,(Y,-2+S(Y,-3r...) 
= (aa, +asa,_,, -f3a!n-, -aSff,-2+2ffn-2+2San-~, . . . ) 
=(da,+(l-y)(Y,_*-Sa(Y,~l, 
=e8((Y,,(Y,-,,(Y,-2 )...) 
so that 0 is an isomorphism of chain complexes. Next, notice that i’ : H,,( O(A)) + 
+lHT,+I(O(A))=H,,+,(O(A))OH,,(O(A)) is induced by i’:X,+Tot,(Con(l- 
y)), i’(a) = (--s(Y, cz) so that the composition 
H,( O(A)) L +IHT,+I(O(A)) - +,@XO(A), “) ~fL+,(Z) 
sends the class of (Y to the class of (0, (Y, 0, . . . ) = S’(O,O, CY/~, 0,. . . ), which proves 
our assertion. 
Case 2: n = 0. From Definition 3.4(iii) we know that if e E II~~~(A) is a self-adjoint 
idempotent matrix representing a quadratic module (P, q) then +:D,( P, q) (respec- 
tively +ich,Y(P, q)) is the homology class of the trace of (0, e) E Tot,( fiF*(Mzp(A))) 
(respectively of (0, r,(e)) E Tot2,+l(\?Ibh”(M2,(A)))). But e is self-adjoint, so (0, e) 
is the boundary of (0, 0, e/2) and (0, r,(e)) is the boundary of (0, 0, y,(e)/2). 0 
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